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ABSTRACT

FATHM is a large-scale attrition model
of two-sided ground combat, includ-
ing air strikes by Blue on Red. While

FATHM has borrowed extensively from
other combat models, it also exhibits some
unique features, particularly its use of lin-
ear programming calls to solve a sequence
of air-to-ground engagements that are in-
terspersed among ground-to-ground en-
gagements. In spite of making hundreds of
such calls, FATHM can still fight a realisti-
cally-scaled theater war in about three min-
utes on a personal computer. This paper
gives the genesis and essential features.

INTRODUCTION
The FAst THeater Model (FATHM) is a

two-sided, aggregated joint theater combat
model that fuses Air Force style Air-to-
Ground attack sortie optimization with
Ground-to-Ground Lanchester fire-ex-
change battles using attrition rates derived
from the Army’s high-resolution COmbat
SAmple GEnerator (COSAGE) model
[Jones, 1995]. Figure 1 indicates how the
two parts interact. The inputs to FATHM
include the outputs (killer-victim score-
boards) of COSAGE, and also a subset of
the inputs to the Air Force’s Conventional
Forces Assessment Model (CFAM) [Burton,
2005]. COSAGE killer-victim scoreboards
are summary tables that primarily show
who was killed by whom over a two-day
battle.

The modeled FATHM war is con-
ducted in three-day periods, with one Air-
to-Ground and one Ground-to-Ground ac-
tion carried out in each period. Period-by-
period, damaged and destroyed targets
may regenerate, and there may be sched-
uled reinforcements of attacking platforms,
munitions, and new targets. The war
progresses in phases whose completion de-
pends on threshold levels of target kills in
class categories and limits on phase dura-
tion. Each phase has a separate COSAGE
input file, so the phases may differ qualita-
tively from each other. All FATHM inputs
and outputs are ASCII flat-files suitable for
immediate integration with a host database
and spreadsheet analysis.

FATHM’s original sponsor was the
Joint Staff (J8), which has the problem of

partitioning targets among the armed ser-
vices as a step preparatory to munitions
procurement. For this reason, FATHM’s
constraints include some whose intention is
to ensure that all armed services are
equally “stressed”, in some sense, by a ma-
jor regional contingency. FATHM was
never actually used for that purpose, how-
ever, and subsequently became viewed as a
general purpose, theater-scale combat
model. While asymmetric warfare is much
in the news of late, the United States mili-
tary is still required to maintain forces as a
hedge against possible peer competitors
[Department of Defense, 2006]. Theater-
scale models of attrition warfare such as
FATHM are required to plan for such con-
tingencies.

The Fog of War is present in FATHM
only to the extent that it influences the CO-
SAGE killer-victim scoreboards that
FATHM relies on. FATHM’s utility for
studying communications issues is there-
fore minimal. FATHM’s natural domain is
instead the study of the quantity and qual-
ity of committed forces. Since many scenar-
ios must be evaluated in performing such
studies, computational speed has been em-
phasized throughout FATHM’s develop-
ment.

FATHM is innovative among theater-
scale combat models in its repetitive, dy-
namic use of linear programming to fight
the Air-to-Ground battles. Each linear pro-
gram incorporates data determined by the
progress of the war so far, including attri-
tion to Blue ground forces, as will be ex-
plained in detail below. The solution of
significant linear programs within a dy-
namic combat model is still rare, but in-
creasingly common because of the capabil-
ity of modern computers and solvers.
FATHM is one example. Another is the
Integrated C4ISR Analytic Tool Set (ICATS)
[Walsh and Roy, 2001], and there are prob-
ably others.

GENERAL STRUCTURE OF
FATHM

The details of FATHM are reported in
Brown and Washburn [2000]. Here we em-
phasize only the general structure, particu-
larly the issues that arise in integrating two
unrelated combat models.
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FATHM sacrifices spatial detail for simplic-
ity and speed, aiming to accommodate a user
who must compare many scenarios quickly in
the process of making decisions. There is no
reference to latitude or longitude in FATHM,
for example, so all attempts to represent spatial
relationships other than Forward Edge of the
Battle Area (FEBA) movement (see below) must
be through proliferation of entity types.
FATHM nonetheless is capable of dealing with
considerable detail in other dimensions.

The Ground-to-Ground combat model in
FATHM (hereafter the Ground model) is basi-
cally a system of ordinary differential equations
(a Lanchester system) solved numerically, ex-
cept that the state of the system is changed after
each Ground battle by a call to a linear program
that represents the effects of Blue air strikes.
FATHM uses the appropriate COSAGE killer-
victim scoreboard to obtain Lanchester coeffi-
cients for both aimed and unaimed fire.

The Air-to-Ground part of FATHM (here-
after the Air model) consists of a sequence of
sorties by Blue platforms against Red targets.
Blue air strikes are conducted similarly to
CFAM, using data of the CFAM style even for
Navy air assets committed to the battle. The
data include dynamic target values that reflect
the status of the Ground battle. Most platforms
are fixed-wing aircraft, but launchers of expen-
sive munitions such as TOMAHAWK and AT-
ACMS are also put in this category. Blue air

platforms are gradually killed in accordance
with input attrition data.

Because Blue air supremacy is assumed,
only platforms involved in direct attack are
modeled. Suppression of enemy air defenses,
combat air patrol, and electronic countermea-
sures, in particular, are not modeled. If sorties
for these functions are required in reality, then
they must be subtracted from the total made
available to the Air model.

The Air model keeps track of munitions
expenditure, and will respect any munitions
constraints that are imposed. Indeed, one of the
functions of FATHM is to measure sensitivity
to such constraints. The FATHM objective func-
tion flexibly acknowledges the importance of

• ending the current phase quickly;
• assuring an equitable distribution of effort

over the services;
• avoiding attrition; and
• killing the Red targets that are killing the

most Blue platforms on the ground.

Sea battle is not represented, nor is Air-to-
Air battle except by assuming that Blue controls
the air throughout. Ground-to-Air battle is rep-
resented only in that Blue air strikes in the Air
model carry the implication of possible attri-
tion.

Logistic calculations are carried out at the
end of each period. Such calculations include
Red and Blue reinforcements that have been

Figure 1. FATHM is a fusion of ground and air warfare.
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scheduled to arrive or move between theaters
(FATHM is designed to accommodate more
than one theater), Red targets that regenerate
after having been killed, and Red targets that
change type. An example of the last might be
deep tanks not involved in the Ground battle
that gradually arrive and become active. A cer-
tain fraction of tanks that are deep in one pe-
riod is converted to tanks that are active in the
next. This Markovian method is used in all
cases of Red target transformation. It is through
this method of entity proliferation (there are
“deep tanks” and “active tanks”, instead of just
“tanks”) that FATHM is able to achieve some
semblance of spatial relationship and move-
ment.

In each three-day time period there are ba-
sically three kinds of computations. First the
ground battle, then the air battle, and finally the
logistic computations that deal with reinforce-
ments and reconstitution. We assert no com-
mand-and-control insight in making this par-
ticular sequential arrangement. The three
functions are imagined to proceed in parallel in
reality, so the order in which the computations
take place should ideally be of small signifi-
cance. The length of the three-day time period
is a compromise between that goal and the
equally important goal of computational speed.

Figure 2 illustrates FATHM’s basic struc-
ture. FATHM is a deterministic, time-stepped
combat model with no interactive human con-
trols, other than the initial setup.

INTERFACE ISSUES
FATHM is intended to be a fusion of CO-

SAGE and CFAM, but, because the models
were not designed to be compatible, there are
some significant interfacing problems. Chief
among these is nomenclature. The two models
have different names for targets, and may also
have different levels of detail. A T72 tank to
CFAM may correspond to multiple kinds of
T72 tanks in COSAGE, or vice versa. FATHM
retains both systems of nomenclature, but also
introduces a third global name where each en-
tity has a unique index. One Red target type
might have global index 14, CFAM index 14,
and COSAGE name RT72SM, while a second

target type might have global index 15, CFAM
index 14, and COSAGE name RT72S. These two
target types would be assumed indistinguish-
able in the Air model because they have the
same CFAM index, and consequently the two
types of T72 would be killed in proportion to
their numbers on the battlefield. There are also
targets acknowledged by one model, but not
the other. Command posts, for example, play
no role in the Ground model, but nonetheless
may serve as targets in the Air model. Another
example might be deep tanks that are not yet
involved in the Ground battle, but that are
within range of air strikes.

Although dealing with multiple systems of
nomenclature required a significant part of the
development time for FATHM, it will be ig-
nored in the sequel because dealing with it
involves a large and distracting complication of
notation. See Brown and Washburn (2000) for
the full, detailed version. Only the global index
will be referred to below.

FATHM is careful to avoid redundant in-
clusion of the effects of platforms modeled in
both COSAGE and CFAM. For example, COS-
AGE runs already include certain types of air
support. FATHM retains some platform types
(rotary wing) as part of the Ground battle,
while others (fixed wing) are subtracted out of

Figure 2. Basic Flow Diagram for FATHM.
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the COSAGE killer-victim scoreboards and in-
cluded instead in the Air model.

The Ground model does not keep track of
munitions expenditure, so certain COSAGE
munitions such as ATACMS that are clearly
limited in quantity are treated by FATHM as
“aircraft” with a very high attrition rate (1.0)
per sortie.

CFAM includes the idea that certain killed
platforms can come back to life after a time
interval long enough to permit repair, whereas
COSAGE does not. FATHM retains the distinc-
tion, eventually regenerating an input fraction
of targets killed in the Air model. Targets killed
in the Ground model do not regenerate. There
are thus two sources of new targets in FATHM:
those scheduled to arrive at a certain time, and
those that regenerate after being killed from the
air.

Details of the Air and Ground models are
outlined below.

THE GROUND MODEL
COSAGE runs are typically for short peri-

ods of time such as two days, whereas FATHM
battles may last for multiple three-day periods.
Although it is unlikely that any platform will be
entirely wiped out during the short time of a
COSAGE run, that eventuality could very well
happen in multiple time periods as a conse-
quence of direct fire. An additional contributor
to this possibility is that the Air model may
concentrate on only a few target types in any
one period. FATHM must therefore be pre-
pared for the possibility that all targets of a
particular type will be exhausted.

FATHM imitates COSAGE by including
both direct or “aimed” fire (Lanchester’s
square-law) and indirect fire (Lanchester’s lin-
ear-law). Indirect fire is not influenced by ex-
haustion of a target type, since the effects of
indirect fire vanish naturally when the number
of targets becomes 0. Direct fire, however, must
be reprogrammed when no targets remain—it
does not make sense to be “aiming” at a class of
targets that has vanished from the battlefield.
The data structures inferred from the killer-
victim scoreboards must therefore differ by
type of fire. We outline below FATHM’s

method of initially obtaining these, and for
modifying them when required by target ex-
haustion. Only the Blue versus Red case is de-
scribed, although FATHM carries out parallel
computations for Red versus Blue. Variables
subscripted for time (t) represent dynamic
quantities in the Ground model, or else quan-
tities obtained from a COSAGE killer-victim
scoreboard if there is no t subscript. Operations
that would result in division by 0 are not nec-
essary and not performed.

Index Use

u Blue platform type
v Blue munition type

c or j Red platform type
d Red munition type

Direct Fire

Bu � initial number of
Blue platforms
type u in the
COSAGE battle.

Rc � initial number of
Red platforms
type c in the
COSAGE battle.

Kuvc � number of kills
per day by Blue u
shooting munition
v at Red platform
type c.

Suvc � number of shots
per day by Blue u
shooting munition
v at Red platform
type c.

PKdiruvc � Kuvc/Suvc � kill probability of
each shot.

drateuvc � Suvc/Bu � rate at which each
u,v shoots at type
c, assuming c is
present.

fuvc � drateuvc/�jdrateuvj � fraction of Blue
(u,v)’s fire
directed at c.
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All of the above are either taken directly
from a killer-victim scoreboard or are ratios of
such data. At time t, when there are But Blue
and Rct Red platforms remaining, the Ground
model takes the rate at which Blue u,v kills Red
type c directly to be:

directuvct � PKdiruvcButdrateuvc/ �
j:Rjt�0

fuvj.

This amounts to assuming that, if Red plat-
form c gets wiped out, then Blue fire of type
(u,v) that was directed against c in the COSAGE
run will be proportionally reprogrammed to
other targets. If no targets have been wiped out,
the sum in the denominator will be 1. Direct fire
will not be “wasted” unless the sum in the
denominator is 0, in which case directuvct is
taken to be 0 for all c.

Indirect Fire
Because there is no reprogramming issue, it

is not necessary to define an indirect kill prob-
ability. It suffices to define:

irateuvc�Kuvc/(BuRc) � rate at which each Blue
u, v kills Red type c.

At time t, the Ground model takes the rate
at which Blue type u,v kills Red type c indi-
rectly to be:

indirectuvct � irateuvcButRct.

Polishing Attrition Rates
If the attrition rates were calculated as de-

scribed above, and if those rates were then
substituted into Lanchester’s equations, the re-
sulting casualties would not be as originally
read from the COSAGE killer-victim score-
board. This is because the COSAGE battle oc-
curs over a significant time interval (call it T,
usually two days), whereas the Lanchester time
increment is in theory infinitesimal (in practice
0.1 day in FATHM). The COSAGE board re-
veals attrition over T, but dividing that attrition
by T produces only an average or “rough” at-
trition rate that will lead to disagreement be-
tween FATHM and COSAGE if simply inserted
into a Lanchester model.

Because the FATHM Ground model is sup-
posed to be a Lanchester model that produces
the same results as COSAGE, this potential lack
of agreement is unsatisfactory. However, the
rough coefficients can be “polished” to make
the two models agree. The polishing method
can be most easily described using a model that
is notationally simpler than the actual Ground
model. Suppose it is known that the differential
equation dx/dt � �x(t) holds for t�0, with the
initial value x(0) and the final value x(T)
known, but � unknown. A rough value of � is
�/(x(0)T), where � � x(T) � x(0) is the change
in x over the time interval [0, T]. This is the sort
of estimate described above, with � being the
value read from the COSAGE board. The exact

value of � is �/(�
0

Tx(t)dt), but the time record of

x is not available. If the time record were avail-
able, we could calculate �, or if � were avail-
able, we could calculate the time record. The
polishing procedure iterates based on that ob-
servation. In the algorithm below, n is an iter-
ation index, the attrition rate �n is associated by
numerical integration with the time record
xn(t), and all time records share the same initial
value x(0).

1. Initially let �1 be �/(x(0)T), and set n � 1.
2. Use �n to solve for xn(t) over the interval

[0,T], and let �n � xn(T) � x(0).
3. If �n and � are sufficiently close, stop. The

polished attrition rate is �n.

4. Otherwise, let �n�1 � �n/(�
0

Txn(t)dt), incre-

ment n by 1, and go back to step 2.

Upon exit from the procedure, �n will be
whatever parameter makes the change in x over
the interval [0, T] be approximately the known
value �. This recursion works just as well when
x is multidimensional, and is the procedure
used to polish the initial attrition rate estimates
for direct and indirect fire. In practice, step 2 is
always executed five times, because that seems
to be sufficient to ensure convergence.

Adjusting Frontal Width
Obviously FATHM’s results will be most

accurate when FATHM’s Ground battles are
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most similar to the COSAGE battle from which
the Lanchester coefficients are extracted. None-
theless, FATHM is prepared for certain devia-
tions. FATHM’s initial platform numbers need
not necessarily equal those of the COSAGE bat-
tle. This flexibility is vital, but it also poses a
danger.

Suppose, for example, that initial platform
numbers in the FATHM battle are all double
those of the COSAGE battle. Attrition due to
direct fire will double as expected, but attrition
due to indirect fire (mainly artillery in most
COSAGE battles) will quadruple because indi-
rect attrition is proportional to both the number
of shooters and the number of targets. This
would be appropriate if the increased numbers
of participants were still enclosed in the same
COSAGE battle space, because the density of
targets per unit area would be doubled and
indirect fire is basically an attack on area, rather
than individuals. However, the larger FATHM
battle will typically be intended to occur within
a larger battle space that will diffuse the targets
and thereby reduce the effectiveness of indirect
fire. For this reason, the FATHM planner must
also provide an additional parameter FEBA-
WID that represents the frontal width of the
battle space in kilometers. If FEBAWID is larger
than COSAGEWID, the frontal width of the
COSAGE battle, then the indirect fire coeffi-
cients are reduced accordingly. The COSAGE-
WID parameter is included in the preamble of
the COSAGE killer-victim scoreboard, and is
usually 32.5 kilometers.

To be precise, all indirect fire coefficients
for both sides are multiplied by the ratio (CO-
SAGEWID/FEBAWID) before being employed
in FATHM’s Lanchester battles. Direct fire co-
efficients are not adjusted. Thus, if the FATHM
battle is twice as large as the COSAGE battle in
all respects (frontal width as well as platform
counts), then direct and indirect attrition will
also be doubled.

Only the polished and adjusted coefficients
irateuvc and drateuvc are subsequently employed
by FATHM. As a result, if FATHM is employed
with

• no Air war,
• initial platform numbers that agree with the

COSAGE numbers,

• FEBAWID � COSAGEWID, and
• the COSAGE time interval,

then the attrition will agree with the COSAGE
killer-victim scoreboard.

Total Attrition
The total rate at which each Blue platform

of type u firing munitions of type v kills Red
targets of type c at time t is just the sum of
direct and indirect terms. There is nothing to
prohibit direct and indirect attrition from the
same source if the phenomenon occurs in CO-
SAGE. The total rate at which Red targets of
type c disappear at time t is thus

�
d
dt Rct � killratect

� �
uv

�directuvct � indirectuvct	,

except that Rct is taken to be 0, rather than
negative. There is, of course, a similar expres-
sion for the rate at which Blue platforms disap-
pear.

The most complicated part of these evalu-
ations is determining directuvct, which involves
a sum over a complicated set. Even so, the
arithmetic described above can be done very
quickly for hundreds of platforms and muni-
tions. This approach resembles the ATCAL
[Concepts Analysis Agency, 1983] model em-
ployed by the Army, and in fact FATHM reads
the killer-victim scoreboards using FORTRAN
code recycled from ATCAL.

With one exception, Red platforms c shoot-
ing munition d kill Blue platforms u in an ex-
actly symmetric way. The exception is related
to direct Red antiaircraft fire, and it is needed
on account of the assumption of Blue air su-
premacy in FATHM.

The platforms involved in the Ground
model may differ from those in the COSAGE
battle, even though it is the COSAGE numbers
that are involved in calculating the crucial co-
efficients irateuvc and drateuvc. If the COSAGE
board involves platforms that are not in the
Ground battle, the effect is as if they were
present in 0 number. The implied assumption
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about direct fire is that any fire directed at (say)
platform RMIG25 by platform UFLAK using
munition MUNI in the COSAGE battle will be
redirected against other targets in a Ground
battle that lacks RMIG25. For example, suppose
UFLAK devotes half of its MUNI direct fire to
RHELO and half to RMIG25 in the COSAGE
battle, but that only RHELO is actually present
in the Ground battle. Then, according to the
formula for drateUFLAK,MUNI,RHELO, the
(UFLAK,MUNI) firing rate against RHELO will
be effectively doubled (divided by .5) in the
Ground battle compared to what is was initially
in COSAGE. This is appropriate for Red air
targets because it corresponds to the assump-
tion that Blue control of the air makes it possi-
ble for platforms like UFLAK to reprogram fire
that would otherwise be directed at Red air-
craft. However, a symmetric treatment would
not be appropriate for Blue air targets.

Red fire against Blue aircraft should not be
reprogrammed in the Ground model because
this ground fire is the source of the assumed
attrition to Blue air in the Air model. In spite of
the absence of Blue aircraft in the Ground
model, the fire that COSAGE directs against
them is retained in FATHM. FATHM accom-
plishes this with a phantom target for certain
Red antiaircraft systems. The phantom target
can cause no damage to Red in the Ground
model, but neither can Red shoot it down. For
each Red platform of type c and munition of
type d, at all times the phantom target attracts
whatever fraction of (c,d)’s direct fire is allo-
cated to Blue aircraft in the COSAGE battle. The
planner must provide FATHM a “nonentity
list” of Blue platform types destined to become
phantoms in the Ground battle.

Platform Values
FATHM needs target values mostly be-

cause the Air model requires values for the Red
targets in order to allocate sorties optimally. A
subsidiary use is to calculate FEBA movement,
which requires that the forces of both sides be
aggregated into a single number, one for Blue
and one for Red, in order to determine an over-
all force ratio.

FATHM’s target valuation is partly
through inputs (the static part) and partly

through computation (the dynamic part). Static
values can be whatever the planner desires, but
we imagine them to be simple economic values;
i.e., costs. Only the static values are used to
determine FEBA movement, with an aggregate
value for each side being obtained by summa-
tion.

The total values used for Red platforms in
the Air model also include a dynamic compo-
nent. Let the static value of Red platform c be
SValc. The Ground model determines the rate at
which each Red platform kills Blue platforms of
each type, and therefore the total rate of killing
Blue static value, call it DValc(t), for Red plat-
form c at time t. The total value of a Red plat-
form is the sum of the static and dynamic parts,
except that DValc(t) is first multipled by an
input time constant �. Thus the total value of
Red platform c at time t is RValct � SValc �
�DValc(t), and it is this total value that is used
for deciding which targets to engage in the Air
model. This target valuation is probably best
viewed as a crude attempt to solve what by
rights ought to be viewed as an optimal control
problem where a tradeoff must be made be-
tween defense (shooting at the targets that are
hurting you) and offense (shooting at the tar-
gets with high static value). The parameter �
can be thought of as bridging an attitude that
ranges from offensive when � � 0 to defensive
when � is large.

Some combat models determine platform
values endogenously by using the argument
that the value of a platform is just the rate at
which it kills value on the other side, almost a
circular definition of value. The eigenvalue
method and the ATCAL method are examples
of this [Caldwell, et al., 2000; Concepts Analysis
Agency, 1983]. The beauty of these methods is
that they obviate the need for input static target
values, but there are also drawbacks. For exam-
ple, the value of a truck (a common platform
type) would be 0 because trucks do not actually
shoot at anything, and likewise the value of a
communications center would be 0. For these
reasons FATHM relies on static values, as well
as a dynamic component of value that depends
on current combat effectiveness.

During each three-day time period, the
Ground model is applied iteratively to a se-
quence of 30 mini-battles of length 0.1 day,

THE FAST THEATER MODEL (FATHM)
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applying Euler’s method to approximate the
solution of Lanchester’s differential equations
[e.g., Hamming 1973, p. 382ff]. The last of the
thirty mini-battles determines the dynamic val-
ues of Red platforms. For each such platform,
DValc(t) is the total rate at which the average
Red platform kills Blue static target value dur-
ing that period. The total target values are then
computed and input to the Air model. In this
way Blue Air is encouraged to direct attention
to whatever Red platforms are currently prov-
ing most troublesome in the Ground battle.

FEBA movement depends entirely on sur-
viving static values. In each period, the static
values per platform are combined with the
number of surviving platforms of each type to
calculate the total value of each side, and the
Blue-over-Red value ratio R then determines
the rate at which the FEBA moves. The function
f(R) that converts the force ratio to a movement
rate is a piecewise-linear function whose coef-
ficients are in the input database. It is a sym-
metric function in that f(R) � �f(1/R), so it
suffices to determine f(R) for R � 1.0. FATHM
uses the FEBA movement rate to update the
location of the FEBA. The FEBA location does
not currently influence the Ground battle in
any way, although it could, in principle.

THE AIR MODEL
The Air model is a large linear program

that assigns limited aircraft sorties to targets in
a variety of conditions in an attempt to simul-
taneously kill targets, avoid attrition and equal-
ize stress among the services. This section gives
the formulation, suppressing references to
phase and time period for economy of notation
(there are no objectives or constraints that in-
volve multiple time periods). Some of the data
are direct input, and other data (target values,
for example) are computed between periods
based on results of the most recent Ground
battle. Because data have lowercase symbols
and no time subscript in this formulation, the
total target value of Red platform type k is
renamed kvaluek.

Subscripts and Sets
s � S set of services

p � P set of aircraft platforms
Ps subset of platforms belonging to

service s, a partition of P, s � S
m � M set of weapon types

k � K set of target types
a � A set of attack profiles
l � L set of loadouts

w � W set of weather states
j � J set of target classes

k � Kj subset of target types k referenced
in target class j

Data

mxtargkk upper bound on target type k
kills (the number available)

kvaluek target value for each target of
type k

mxhourspw upper bound on aircraft type p
hours used in weather state w

usedkpw hours required for an attack on
target k by aircraft p in
weather w

mxwepnsm upper bound on weapon type
m use

capp capacity of aircraft p (used
only in service equity
computations)

� multiplier for attrition in
objective function

eapmklw expected kills per sortie of
attack profile a, aircraft p,
weapon m on target k with
loadout l in weather w

attapmklw expected attrition per sortie as
above

capmklw weapons used per sortie as
above

jgoalj,jgoalj lower and upper goals for kills
of target class j

jpenj,jpenj lower and upper penalties for
violating kill goals for target
class j

sgoals,sgoals lower and upper goals for
capacity used by service s

spens,spens lower and upper penalties for
violating capacity goals for
service s
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Variables (all nonnegative)
Xapmklw attacks

TGTKILLSk targets k killed
HRSUSEDpw aircraft platform p hours used

in weather state w
PLTSLOSTp aircraft p lost
WEPUSEDm air_weapons m used

SVCCAPs capacity used by service s
UNDERKILLSj,
MIDKILLSj,
OVERKILLSj under, slack, and over-kills of

target class j
UNDERCAPs,

MIDCAPs,
OVERCAPs under, slack, and over-

achievement of service s goals

Formulation
The number of targets killed is a linear

function of the number of sorties assigned, sub-
ject to not killing more targets than exist, and
similarly for the number of platforms lost,
hours used, and weapons used.

KILLSk: TGTKILLSk

� �
apmlw

eapmklwXapmklw 	 k

TGTKILLSk 
 mxtargkk 	 k

PLATSp: PLTSLOSTp

� �
amklw

attapmklwXapmklw 	 p

PLTSLOSTp 
 mxplatsp 	 p

WXHOURSpw: HRSUSEDpw

� �
amkl

usedkpwXapmklw 	 pw

HRSUSEDpw


 mxhourspw 	 pw

WEPNSm: WEPUSEDm

� �
apklw

capmklwXapmklw 	 m

WEPUSEDm 
 mxwepnsm 	 m

The amount of a service’s capacity used is a
linear function of the number of hours used by
the service’s platforms.

SERVICEs: SVCCAPs

� �
p�Ps,w

cappHRSUSEDpw 	 s

For each class of target j, there are soft goals
for the number of targets killed and for each
service’s capacity.

JGOALj: �
k�Kj

TGTKILLSk � UNDERKILLSj

� MIDKILLSj � OVERKILLSj

� jgoalj 	 j

MIDKILLSj 
 jgoalj

� jgoalj 	 j

SGOALs: SVCCAPs � UNDERCAPs

� MIDCAPs

� OVERCAPs � sgoals 	 s

MIDCAPs 
 sgoals � sgoals 	 s

The objective offers terms to balance effort
between killing target value, avoiding Blue
platform attrition, achieving kills of target
classes critical to the war phase, and equitably
stressing the services. Attrition is emphasized
when input parameter � is large.

Minimize � �
k

kvaluekTGTKILLSk

� ��
p

cappPLTSLOSTp

� �
j

�jpenjUNDERKILLSj

� jpenjOVERKILLSj	

� �
s

�spensUNDERCAPs

� spensOVERCAPs	

The Air model is myopic in the sense that
the objective function for each period deals
only with results in that period. The decision to
make the optimization myopic was made only
after considerable debate, the alternative being
to construct a single monolithic optimization
that would include all time periods at once. The
myopic optimization is a much smaller linear
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program, of course, which contributes to
FATHM’s speed. The myopic point of view also
permits the inclusion of nonlinear operations
such as phase advance in the interperiod ac-
counting, without requiring a nonlinear optimi-
zation. An additional argument favoring myo-
pia is that monolithic models can exhibit
behavior such as holding back munitions to
attack targets in the future after their values
have increased, something no military planner
would contemplate. This last argument could
also be turned around, of course—a monolithic
model will not make the mistake of using all of
its ATACMS missiles in the first period,
whereas a myopic model, if unconstrained,
might do exactly that. The constraints involving
mxwepnsm are included in FATHM to prevent
that possibility. Yost [1996] gives a clear ac-
counting of these issues.

PERIOD-TO-PERIOD ACCOUNTING
Interperiod accounting includes inventory

constraints to the effect that what enters period
t � 1 is whatever enters period t, minus losses
in period t, plus reinforcements and transfor-
mations at the end of period t. Transformations
include targets that change type (the aforemen-
tioned deep tanks that become active tanks, for
example), as well as targets that come back to
life after having been killed earlier in the Air
model. Because the accounting is conventional,
we omit most of the equations for economy. We
refer the interested reader to Brown and Wash-
burn (2000).

The data required for transformations are
transition rates, as in continuous-time Markov
chains (Ross, 2000). For example, the equation
for updating the number of targets of type k
includes the term(1�e�len,t/tconk)mxregenk, where
mxregenk is the number of targets of type k in
the regenerating pool at the end of period t. The
transition rate from pool to active for type k is
the reciprocal of the time constant tconk (an
input), and lent is the length of the current time
period (three days). The number of targets in
the regenerating pool is decremented by the
same amount, and augmented by an input frac-
tion of the number of targets killed in the last
Air battle. Note that there is only one regener-

ating pool for each target type, rather than one
for each target type and each past period. This
is in accord with the memoryless property that
characterizes transition times in Markov chains.

A time constant also governs the gradual
changes in kills per sortie and attrition per sor-
tie in the air war, generally with the former
increasing and the latter decreasing with time.
Both quantities are initialized at values con-
tained in the CFAM database, and then gradu-
ally approach limiting values that are also con-
tained in the database. For example, attrition
per sortie for platforms of type p is governed by

attapmklwde�lent/relaxpattapmklw

� �1 � e�lent/relaxp	attrlastapmklw.

Here the time constant is relaxp, and the d
symbol indicates that the left-hand side is the
new value of the attrition coefficient in period t
� 1 for sorties by aircraft of type p attacking
targets of type k with loadout l of weapon m in
weather w using profile a. The limiting attrition
rate is attrlastapmklw. Kills per sortie are gov-
erned by a similar equation with the same input
time constant.

Each target class includes a phase goal of a
certain fraction that must be killed in order to
advance the phase. If all of these goals are met,
or if the phase has lasted long enough, then the
phase advances. It is quite possible that the
phase will not advance because of the exhaus-
tion of some munition that is required to kill
some target in some particular class (while cre-
ating FATHM, the authors have repeatedly
learned the old lesson that “amateurs discuss
tactics, while professionals discuss logistics”). If
all phases are not completed within a specified
time interval, then the war is reported to be
lost. Circumstances such as this exhibit very
high sensitivity to the amount of the crucial
munition provided, since the overall result can
switch from “lose” to “win” as the amount
increases.

IMPLEMENTATION AND
EXPERIENCE

With one exception, input files are manip-
ulated within an Excel™ [e.g., Microsoft, 2005a]
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workbook FathmInputs.xls, which has one sheet
for each input file [Brown and Washburn,
2000]. The exception is a large, rarely-edited file
in CFAM format that includes effectiveness and
attrition data about all of the possible air strike
sorties. A macro exports the rest of the data
needed by FATHM in the form of comma-de-
limited text files, including the COSAGE
boards that apply to each phase, after which the
FATHM executable program (compiled FOR-
TRAN) is invoked.

For each COSAGE board, FATHM extracts
direct and indirect firing rates, and then com-
putes and stores the Lanchester coefficients for
later use. Next, FATHM reads the rest of the
input data files and scrupulously edits them for
inconsistencies. These data come from very dif-
ferent sources, so this is the stage where recon-
ciliation and documentation of discrepancies
are key. If the input data include a Red target
that cannot be killed by any Blue platform, for
example, then that fact will be recorded in

FATHM’s log file for later perusal by an analyst
who wonders why the war never got out of the
first phase.

FATHM then commences the first war
phase, fighting all the Ground mini-battles that
constitute one period, setting up the linear pro-
gram representing the Air battle, calling the
linear program solver, recording actions and
outcomes, accomplishing logistics, advancing
the time period, and determining phase transi-
tions until the war is over. A complete (de-
tailed, large) history of every action throughout
the war is captured in a master Attacks.csv da-
tabase.

A second Excel workbook Attacks.xls is
used for viewing and summarizing the outputs
in Attacks.csv. This workbook capitalizes on Ex-
cel™ features such as graphics, auto-filtering,
and pivot tables. Figure 3 is a typical graph
showing kills of various classes of Red targets.

The output file Attacks.csv can also be input
to a database application that enables queries to

Figure 3: Kills of seven selected Red target types in phase three of a four-phase war, in three-day time periods
4 through 35.
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recover such things as overall killer-victim
scoreboards.

FATHM has been applied to several large
scenarios, including hundreds of platforms,
hundreds of thousands of linear programming
variables, and about a hundred time periods
arranged in four war phases. In other words,
the FATHM design works at full scale.

FATHM first checks to see whether the XA
callable library [Sunset Software Corporation,
2005] is available, and uses it if so. Using XA,
FATHM requires about three minutes to fight a
full theater engagement on a 3GHz laptop com-
puter operating under Windows XP™ [Mi-
crosoft, 2005b]. If XA is not available, FATHM
can also use the intermediate mathematical
modeling language GAMS [Brooke, et al.,
1998], but doing so may double or triple the
running time.

FATHM’s use of dynamic target values to
link Ground and Air combat turns out to be a
significant feature. The quick responsiveness of
the Air model to the current situation unfolding
on the Ground is striking enough that we won-
der how one can achieve such unifying insights
by running independent Ground and Air mod-
els of combat.

Readers interested in acquiring an execut-
able version of FATHM should contact author
Brown.

A Two-Sided, Defender-Attacker
Generalization of the Air Model

Seichter [2005] enhances the Air model by
endowing Red with the ability to actively
prepare for Blue air attacks by deploying
dummy targets and anti-aircraft artillery. Red
plans these defenses while anticipating that
Blue will attack optimally in response to any
defensive measure, and Blue can observe de-
fensive preparations and plan Air attacks ac-
cordingly. The Air model becomes a mixed
integer program — a two-sided Defender-
Attacker model [Brown, et al 2005]. Compu-
tation times for this generalization are longer,
but not much longer.

Possible Future Developments
While FATHM’s structure has been dic-

tated by the motivating application, the basic
idea of embedding linear programming calls
inside of a combat model has considerable flex-
ibility and appeal. The optimization feature
provides a direction to combat that makes re-
sults both realistic and robust to changes in
initial inventories. As computers become faster,
it will become practical to incorporate addi-
tional details in FATHM or similar models, per-
haps details that are geographically motivated,
while still providing fast response times.

There is no fundamental reason why the
Ground model has to be deterministic. In fact,
even the current FATHM Ground model has a
clear probabilistic interpretation, and could be
run in Monte Carlo mode. Run times would
increase considerably, of course, but there
would also be the benefit of exposing the sto-
chastic variability of results, or at least the vari-
ability within the Ground model. There is no
reason why optimization and simulation can-
not both be included in the same combat
model.

As mentioned earlier, FATHM has no rep-
resentation of air support operations such as
electronic countermeasures. A practical way to
include them would be to require that attack
sorties be proportionally accompanied by sup-
port sorties, and to include the platforms re-
quired for support sorties in the database. Since
unavailability of supporting assets can be a real
limitation on the ability to mount attack sorties,
this would increase FATHM’s verity without
slowing it down significantly.
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